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ABSTRACT

NO PASSION FOR PRUDERY:
Morals Enforcement
In Nineteenth Century Houston
hy Geoffrey Marlon Gay

This thesis might properly he viewed as a case study in the
relationship between morality and the criminal law.

The criminal law

defined unacceptable behavior and was designed to penalize immoral
conduct, but individual communities decided upon the proper level of
enforcement.

Drinking, gambling, and prostitution were either

prohibited or regulated by the criminal law, yet those vices were
abundant and obvious in downtown Houston during the nineteenth century.
Morals offenders received thirty per cent of the indictments from
grand juries during the l880's, but convictions were rare and harsh
penalties were virtually non-existent.

Houston tolerated more

immorality than was contemplated as permissible under criminal, law.

The primary source material for this work was the grand jury
indictments in Harris County, Texas during the l870’s and 1880's.

Those

indictments suggest that the major forms of immoral conduct in Houston
were gambling, prostitution, and the illegal sale of liquor.

Indict¬

ments for sex crimes were rarely brought, but when they were, the
law was selectively enforced against blacks.

This thesis consists of

six sections - an introduction, a conclusion, a chapter on the perception
of immorality by grand juries and the police, a chapter on prostitution,

a chapter on sex crimes, and a chapter on drinking and gambling.
This thesis, also, contains a chart of the distribution of morals
indictments during the l880's according to grand jury foremen and
a map locating the saloons of 1885 and the houses of prostitution
of the 1880’s.
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PREFACE

In 1957 the Wolfenden committee, which had been formed to
consider the decriminalization of homosexuality in England, reported
that there should he no criminal proscriptions issued for private,
victimless sexual behavior between consenting adults.

Following the

Wolfenden Report, legal scholars devoted a great deal of attention
to the concept of victimless crimes.

Some individuals contended that

society had a right to punish victimless crimes.

Lord Devlin in

England became the most articulate spokesman for the enforcement of
morals and the leader of the counterattack on the Wolfenden Report.
Devlin believed that society was presented by a definable community
of ideas with à moral foundation, and that a deterioration of that
foundation would lead to the destruction of society.

Lord Devlin provides an appropriate starting point for
a history of the enforcement of morality in nineteenth century
Houston.

There is no mention of the term "victimless crimes" in

this essay, but had that term been used in the nineteenth century,
it would have encompassed the morals offenses dealt with in this
history.

Also, Devlin's assumption of a definable community of ideas

is a useful concept to the history of the enforcement of morality in
a particular urban environment.

Law results from a community idea,

but society has many different communities of ideas and law and its
enforcement reflects that tension.

With respect to Houston in the

nineteenth century, it would appear that the communities of ideas
responsible for the definition of moral behavior were quite different
from the community of ideas responsiblé for the enforcement of
behavior norms.
Morality for this essay is. taken to represent the body
of conduct that is a product of the Judeo-Christian heritage in
America.

Certainly murder and theft represent departures from

Judeo-Christian moral conduct, but there were reasons other than
moral for outlawing murder and theft.

This essay focuses on vice

and sex which became the concern of the criminal, law because godliness
was the concern of the law.

No effort has been made to distinguish

morals and morality, and frequent references are made to morals
offenders - those individuals who engaged in unlawful sexual acts
or who violated laws regarding liquor, gambling and prostitution.
The enforcement of morality is taken to represent the efforts to
apprehend, indict, and punish morals offenders.
Most of this essay is based upon a study of the Harris
County grand Jury indictments of the early l880’s.

I am convinced

that court records can be useful to legal historians, but care
generally given those records is appalling and historians and lawyers
need to encourage legislative and Judicial authorities to turn unused
materials over to libraries.

ii

CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Nineteenth century Americans were familiar with the
proposition that the coersive force of the law should he used to
promote moral welfare.

Tort and criminal law in English common

law developed from conceptions of proper and deviant behavior.

All

serious crimes, such as murder and theft, were considered moral

1
wrongs before they became the concern of the legal system.

In

America, the seventeenth century colonies equated legal constraints
with a divine moral law and enforced the Bible along with recollections
of the common law.

After the establishment of the United States,

morality continued to be imposed by legislatures that expanded
criminal law and by judges who settled constitutional questions with
a reliance on natural law.

Justice was dispensed according to the

2
moral offensiveness of the act in question.

The legal structure

was such that "sin and crime, divine law and secular law, the moral

3
law and the criminal law were all closely interwined."

The American colonies enforced morality by relying on the

k
moral, law which was also the cornerstone of the civil law.
the responsibility to punish what God condemned.

Men had

In the seventeenth

century colonial legislators attempted to incorporate sin and crime

5
and made "palpable violations of the moral code penal offenses."
Morality was imbedded in legal thought and in statute, but "the attempt
to use criminal law to uphold the moral law was a failure.

Statutes

2

6

proved relatively ineffective in suppressing sexual misbehavior."
The design and implementation of the criminal, law gradually shifted
from a concern for the preparation of God's kingdom to a concern
7
for preservation of order, hut the criminal law retained penalties
for morals offenses.

David Flaherty noted in 1971 that "contemporary discussions
of the utilization of criminal law in the enforcement of morals have
been carried out with too much attention to logic and not enough to
historical experience."

Flaherty employed the framework of early

.colonial development to examine the relationship between morals and
the criminal law.

This essay will examine that relationship, but

within the more limited framework of late nineteenth century Houston.
Flaherty wrote that:
By the late eighteenth century the experience of
law enforcement in America as well as intellectual
influences combined to suggest practical limits to
what law could accomplish in the enforcement of
morals.°
Those "practical limits" and the failure of the criminal law to mold
moral behavior did not lead to the separation of laws and morals or
to the elimination of ineffective statutes.

The historical inquiry

into the Houston experience suggests that patterns in the enforcement
of morality in the late eighteenth century remained essentially the
same throughout the nineteenth century.

The focus of the inquiry into the enforcement of morality
in Houston is on the l870's and the 1880's - an age that had many

3
individuals who used moral rhetoric to address "the crisis of a
9
moral civilization."
A conservatism that spoke to America with
moral absolutes swept the land.

In 1870 the conservative aims of

exalting property rights and attacking majority rule were the same
as they had been decades earlier, but a new rationalization for
conservatives was needed.

That rationalization was found in Social

Darwinism and the gospel of wealth.

Conservatives argued that

property rights were sanctioned by nature and that a property owner
had a moral right to hold that which he had acquired.

Industrialization

had transfigured democracy, and conservatives were able to pervert
democratic ideals because scientific advance, urbanization, materialism,
elitism, and the idea of progress had already undermined America's
.value structure.
but in a new form.

Morality maintained its relationship with law,
Morality became a substitute for case precedent,

and following the lead of Justice Fields, the Supreme Court employed

10
ethical terminology when discussing legal issues.

Nineteenth century Americans spoke of morality and they
were familiar with criminal laws that forbade immoral behavior, but
the criminal laws spoke to the morality of a different age.

The moral

absolutes were found in economic laissez-faire, not the criminal law.
Houstonians indicted morals offenders for breaches of the criminal
law, but those indictments did not stem from a desire to prohibit.
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CHAPTER II

MORALITY AED ITS EEFORCERS

A community's perception of crime and its efforts to punish
criminal violations are reflected in both the structure and the
functioning of institutions charged with the responsibility of
apprehending criminals and bringing them to justice.

Those institutions

should mirror the variance between perceptions and reality - the gap
between observed and punished criminal behavior and actual criminal
behavior.

The fact that Houston's institutions provided such a mirror

can be demonstrated in the grand juries of the late 1830's and early
l8U0's.
Harris County grand juries would have had emigrants believe
that Houston was a "morally responsible" city where crime was contained
and where judges, lawyers, and juries operated with efficiency and
. 1
skill.
Grand jury reports insisted that Houston had no problem with
crime because' Texas attracted "industrious and enterprising people
2
bringing with them Wealth, talents, and Moral worth."
The true
picture of crime in Houston did not match the virtuous characterizations
and advertising rhetoric of grand jury reports.

Concerned over the

truthfulness of their remarks, grand jurors asked Houston residents
to help improve the police and to eliminate the vices of intemperence,
3
gambling, and duelling.
No doubt Houston was a rowdy, rather than peaceful community,
and though Houston's settlers may have had wealth and talent, there

6

7
were several individuals who questioned the moral worth of the
community.

A Methodist minister in 1837 noted that the capital

of the Republic had "much vice - gaming, profanity, and drunkenness

k
the most conspicuous."

In 1838 the naturalist, Auduhon, observed

that Houston had:
much business; but the saloons - and of these
there were a large number - seemed to be doing
the heaviest business in the place; everybody
seemed to patronize them.5
Another minister reported of Houston that:
in addition to the usual evil influences exerted
against what is holy, they have more of infidelity,
subtle, organized, and boldly blasphemous, than
I have met in any place of its size in all my
Journeyings.°
Apparently, grand jurors overlooked immorality in the laudation of
Houston's lack of crime.

Measuring such praise against Houston's

egrecious moral climate suggests that grand jurors did not necessarily
perceive drunkenness, gambling, profanity, and infideltiy as criminal.
This leads to the conclusion that, with respect to morals offenses,
not only was there a gap between observed and actual criminal
behavior, but also, there was tension between what society defined
as inappropriate or unacceptable and what the community of Houston
was willing to tolerate.
If grand jurors were tolerant of morals offenses it was
because Houstonians were tolerant of such crimes, and if grand jurors
were tolerant, then morals offenses went unpunished.

The common law

desired that potential criminal defendants be protected against

8
individuals who would use the criminal, process to satisfy personal
evil motives and vengence.

The grand jury was the institution

designed to provide that protection.

The grand jury under common

law was:
a "body of men consisting of not less than twelve,
nor more then twenty-three, selected from among
the citizens of the county in pursuance of law,
whose duty it is to inquire into and true present¬
ment make of all public offenses committed or triable
within the county.7
• It was thought that a group of freeholders or householders - permanent
residents reflecting the sentiments of the community - would appreciate
the gravity of a criminal, accusation against another member of the

8
community.

Matters that appeared before the grand jury may have been

presented by the prosecutor or the court, or have become known during
the course of the investigation of matters so presented, or have come
to attention via disclosures from associates, or have derived from
9
the grand jury's own observations.
But irrespective of the manner
in which things were introduced to the grand jury, sole discretion
over whether indictments would be issued for major breaches of the
state law rested with that body.

Offenses went unpunished if the

grand jury did not indict.

The extent to which a community desired to enforce moral
behavior can be evaluated by examining grand jury indictments in
light of known deviations from the criminal code.

Of

grand jury

sessions in the l880's only eleven led to more than twenty indictments
against morals offenses.

The fact that thirty per cent of the indictments

9
granted by grand juries during the l880's were for the morals offenses
of illegal sale of liquor, gambling, prostitution, and sex crimes
might suggest that twenty indictments in one session would have been

10
sufficient enforcement.

Such a suggestion would not be particularly

useful after examination of one of the eleven sessions with the most
morals indictments.

In April 1882 the grand jury made 107 presentations

to the criminal district court, 29 of which were for morals offenses.

•

Grand jury foreman, Henry Fox, reported that the work of the jury had
focused on "violations of the Sunday law and the law prohibiting the
11
opening of saloons on election days."
Such efforts were insufficient
for Gustave Cook, judge of the Harris County Criminal District Court.
Upon receiving the grand jury’s end of term report, Judge Cook rebuked
the members of the grand jury,' police officials, and the community
for "a fearful dereliction of duty in not enforcing the law and even
apparently conniving at its violation."

The Houston Post referred to

Cook's speech as "one of the most pronounced in its character we have

12
ever heard him deliver."

Since only five grand jury sessions during

the l880's had more indictments for morals offenses than the April
1882 term, one must assume that most of the grand juries were derelict
in their responsibilities to enforce laws designed to regulate morality.

Henry Fox noted in 1882 that the liquor laws in Houston
"are generally disregarded," and that the grand jury "often finds it
hard to secure proper testimony with which to lodge an indictment
13
against an offender."
Grand jury foreman T. U. Lubbock made a
similar comment on the inability to secure testimony in October 1888

10
after noting, "Much complaint has teen brought to the attention of
14
the jury about the selling of liquor without licenses."
In spite
of "much complaint", only one indictment for selling liquor without
a license was issued during Lubbock's 1888 term as foreman.

While

it may have been difficult to obtain evidence against individuals
who sold liquor without a license, there may have been another reason
for there being so few indictments against such persons - William
Angerhoefer, a well-known saloon owner, was a member of Lubbock's
grand jury.

In l88l William Angerhoefer tested the ability of a city
to countervene state law.

Angerhoefer was indicted by S. 0. Cotton's

l6
grand jury in 1884 for selling liquor on Sunday.
The first blue
17
laws in Texas were enacted in Houston,
but Angerhoefer appealed his
twenty dollar fine, alleging that he had sold his product in compliance
with the city ordinance which prohibited selling on Sunday except
before 9 o'clock a.m. and after 4 o'clock p.m.

Angerhoefer's attorney,

Henry Fisher, attempted to use Cooley's Constitutional Limitations
in support of the argument that the city was granted power through
its charter to qualify the state's penal code where the offense was
malum prohibitum.

The appellate court affirmed the decision of

the Harris County District Court - Angerhoefer was guilty of selling

18
on Sunday in spite of his compliance with the city ordinance.

The

fact that Angerhoefer was appointed to T. U. Lubbock's grand jury
suggests that liquor dealers were respected members of the Houston

U
19
community, so long as they paid their occupation tax.

Also, it

indicates that Houstonians, in general, and the selector of grand
jurors, in particular, shared Angerhoefer’s idea that, with respect
to morality, the state's penal code did not have to he rigidly,
observed.

Both Henry Fox and T. U. Lubbock complained of the difficulty
in obtaining evidence against liquor law violators, when it was known
to grand jurors that there was a "prevalent disposition to carry on a

20
liquor business without the proper license."

In April 1889 grand

jury foreman, J. M. Cotton, criticized the laws of evidence which
made it difficult to enforce laws against gambling and prostitution.
With respect to prostitution Cotton wrote:
it is well known, and a matter of public shame
that many such houses are carrying on their
disgraceful business right in the center of our
city, and contiguous to the residences of
respectable citizens, and are an offense to
our good people and a source of danger and
contamination to the rising generation.^1
With respect to gambling Cotton added:
it is a matter of public notoriety and a fact
beyond quibble or dispute, that many gambling
houses keep open doors day and night in our
city - that everybody who mixes at all with
the people knows where they are and what they
are doing.^

Cotton's 1889 grand jury was one of the eleven juries that

23
gave more than twenty true bills for morals violations,

yet Cotton

realized that the grand jury had not scratched the surface in charging

12
morals offenders.

Cotton blamed that failure on inadequacies in the law

of evidence, hut the Post editorialized that such could hardly he the
case because prostitution and gambling were "suppressed in other

2k
communities of Texas where the same law of evidence prevails."

The

real reason for the failure to suppress vice rested in the nature of
the community - that the respected citizens that comprised grand juries
reflected the community's toleration.of vice and that witnesses called
in the course of grand jury investigations were "disposed to shield
25
their friends."

Cotton admitted that it was not merely technicalities that
hampered the functioning of the grand Jury, for Houston police did not
provide the cooperation which the jury expected.

Cotton stated that

the grand jury:
examined officers whose duty it was to patrol
certain neighborhoods that were notoriously
bad, infested with gambling and other vicious
delinquencies, and yet they would inform us
that they had seen nothing wrong, no infraction
of the law.2®
Cotton was not the first individual to note a dereliction of duty on
the part of Houston's police officers.

Reports in l88l charged the

police force was unfit and inefficient and guilty of drinking in
27
public while on the job.

The primary law enforcement during the Republic of Texas
was performed by sheriffs and constables, and Houston's earliest
policing was done by constables appointed by the city council.

In

l840 the city created the office of marshal and for over thirty years

13
the marshal, a deputy, and several watchmen comprised the foundation
of Houston's police force.

That force should not he thought of as a
28
conventional twentieth century police force.
Watchmen were not
investigators, and the concept of an organized police force was
virtually unknown until the end of the nineteenth century.
Boston in 183^ was the first American city to establish a
system of patrol for the preservation of order.

Men were drafted as

nightwatchmen, but they were known for their hue and cry, not their
badge and sixgun or investigative technique.
criminals was not one of their duties.

The apprehension of

When detectives were added

to the nightwatchmen force, they worked for the victim of a crime
29
on a contingency fee basis, not for the public.
The only resemblance
to a detective in Houston before the l880's was a member of one of
the special, police units hired to meet .short term demands - to assist
in quelling riots, to investigate the activities of slaves, or to
30
report on individuals of questionable character.
The use of a
special force for the preservation of order and the protection of
property was first advocated in Houston in 1866 when a group of
merchants petitioned for more policing than was provided by the
31
marshal.
Houston police officers were given the responsibility of
patrolling and reporting crimes in the l8T0's, but that duty does
not appear to have been efficiently exercised.
Report to the Aldermen in 1872 stated:

A Police Committee

14
while some portions of the City are petroled
/sic/ by the Police, other parts are and have
• been entirely neglected, and left exposed to
the raids and riotings of the lawless.
The report noted that the present police force was "wholly inadequate"
and proposed a police force of 21 officers.

In August 1873 the city,

council passed a bill that prescribed certain rules on the function
and behavior of police officers.

An officer was to be vigilant and

watchful, notice hacks and cabs, watch suspicious persons, and
•observe doors and windows at night.

He was to pay careful attention

to public houses and drinking establishments on his beat and to report
those that were loud and disorderly.

An important requirement of all
33
officers was that they be "of good moral character and habits."
The
statements of grand jury foremen as to the general, disregard for laws
against drinking, gambling, and prostitution would indicate that

police officers had not met the standards of the 1Ô73 legislation by
. 1889.

Henry Fox implied in 1882 that the enforcement of laws
designed to regulate moral behavior would require a police force with
3^
"moral courage and independence."
Grand jury reports demonstrate
that Houstonians spoke of morals enforcement as a desirable goal,
but the functional reality was that Houstonians were unwilling to
secure a police force with the moral courage known to be necessary
for meaningful enforcement.

Between 1871 and 1897 control over the

police and the authority to select new officers shifted back and
35
forth between the mayor, the city council, and the marshal.

15
Bureaucratie squabbles precluded the attainment of an organized
force, but a greater deterrent to the achievement of an efficient
police force was the meager salaries paid officers.

Houstonians

awarded little respect or status to the occupation of police officer,
post Civil Wax salaries were kept at an amount comparable to what
unskilled laborers were paid, and the city at times altogether ignored
36
its obligation to pay its policemen.
The fact that officers were
poorly paid led them to make axrests for which they could collect a
fee before justices of the peace.

Thus, police efforts concentrated

on the misdemeanors of vagrancy and drunkenness rather than on providing
37
assistance to grand juries seeking to enforce more serious offenses.
A police force subject to inadequate membership, low pay, and low
status could not be expected to exercise the moral courage and
independence that grand jurors realized would be required to enforce
laws against prostitution, gambling, and the illegal sale of liquor.

The police do not appear to have been efficient at the
control of morals offenders at any point in the nineteenth century,
but the grand juries appear to have been as guilty as the police in
settling on a tolerable minimum of morals enforcement.

A 1938 bulletin

on police administration in Texas stated:
As presently equipped the police are not prepared
to deal intelligently with this problem /vice/ nor,
perhaps, would public opinion support their efforts
if they were so prepared.38
Houston's institutions may have been flawed - they may have been unable
to prohibit, or even regulate, morals offenses.

But had the institutions

16
functioned efficiently, public opinion would not have supported
the result.
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1888, p.' 4.

21

36
Marchiafava, pp. 29-32.

37
Ibid.» pp. 32-33. A police report for February 1889 noted
that of 6l arrests for state cases, 21 were for vagrancy. Of 100
arrests for violations of city ordinances, 14 were for drunk and
disorderly and 33 were for being drunk and down. The following
month there were 58 state cases - 4 for burglary, 4 for assault and
battery, and 12 for vagrancy. Of the 86 city cases 48 were for some
form of drunkenness. Houston Daily Post, March 3, 1889, p. 2 and
April 2, 1889, p. 5.

38
R. Weldon Cooper, p. 291.
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CHAPTER III

THE CARDS WERE MARKED
SLAP THE WRIST AND PASS THE BOTTLE

By the time Texas won independence from Mexico, the new town
of Houston was experiencing rapid immigration.

Settlers brought their

social institutions to their new homes, and the social institution
that appears to have been common to virtually every group that immigrated
to Houston was the saloon.

A visitor to Houston in 1839 made the comment

that the city contained 12 merchandising- stores, one gunsmith, two
blacksmithsi and "forty-seven places for selling intoxicating drinks,

1
most of which are gaming dens."
with a frontier society.

Drinking and gambling harmonized

Even a more cultured form of entertainment,

like a theatre production, could be turned into a brawl between gamblers
and soldiers with the President of Texas and several ladies trapped in

2
the middle.

Long after bowie knives had ceased to glisten in the streets
of Houston, drinking and gambling remained the primary means of
entertainment. By 1885 there were 94 saloons listed in the city
3
directory,
and though gambling was a violation of state law, it
4
was known to be "wide open...easy and unobstructed."
Some indication
of the extent of drinking and gambling can be seen in the efforts to
enforce state laws designed to regulate those activities;

There were

524 indictments for offenses involving drinking and gambling during
the decade of the l880's, accounting for two-thirds of the attempts
of Houston grand juries to enforce laws aimed at the regulation of moral
5
behavior.

25

26
Late nineteenth century legal theory held that activities
that were harmful to public morality could be prohibited by state
police power or licensed to compensate for harm to the public.

A

state could prohibit the sale of alcoholic beverages so long as that
prohibition did not interfere with United States revenue laws or with

6
Congress' regulation of interstate commerce.

Since Congress did not

choose to criminalize the sale or consumption of alcoholic beverages

until the twentieth century, a state could not interfere with interstate
transportation of liquor.

But once the intoxicant exited the stream

of commerce, the legal fiction of breaking the original package dividing the product into manageable quantities for retail distribution permitted the state to prohibit or regulate traffic in intoxicating

T
liquors.

By 1888 there were six prohibition states, but Texas and
l6 other states and territories allowed the question of whether the
sale of liquor would be prohibited or regulated to be decided by
communities and counties.

A petition from 200 voters could bring

8
about a special election to decide the issue.

If a community chose

to regulate the sale of liquor, it did so with occupation taxes
and licenses on distributors.

The license was not viewed as a sanction

to proper or moral behavior, rather the liquor business was identified
as immoral, licensed to provide the community "legal safeguards
9
against the damages of the unrestricted sale of liquor."
The
license tax on liquor was analagous to the tax that the Texas Legislature

27
placed on sensational newspapers thought to he "immoral and pernicious."
In Thompson v. State the defendant had been convicted and'fined $750
for failure to pay the $500 tax owed the county where the defendant had
offered the sensational newspapers the Illustrated Police News and the
Police Gazette for sale.

The Texas Court of Appeals affirmed the

conviction in 1885 and held:
The tax imposed by this law is not a tax upon
property, but upon a privilege and is a police
regulation as well as a tax for revenue. ®
The rationale of Thompson was applicable to the licensing of liquor.
The license at all times remained a privilege as opposed to a property
right, and the licensing was both a revenue and a regulatory measure.

Texas communities had no similar option with respect to
gambling - they were charged with a duty to enforce the state law
which prohibited gaming.

Persons in the Republic of Texas who engaged

in playing cards or in any game upon which money or property could
be wagered were to be charged with the crime of gaming.

Anyone who

permitted a game to be played in their house or public place could be
fined 500 to 1,000 Republic dollars, and an individual gambler could
be fined 100 to 2,000 dollars.

One-half of the penalty went to the

Republic and the other half went to the informer who provided evidence

11
sufficient for conviction.

In an act of February

5» l8U0,

Texas modified its laws

with respect to the suppression of games of chance.

Playing a game

became punishable with a fine that varied from 50 to 500 dollars and

28
imprisonment from one day to a year.

Permitting a game could result

in a fine of 100 to 500 dollars, and anyone who "bet on a game without
actually participating in the game could he fined from 20 to 50 dollars.
With one exception, courts had "broad discretion in sentencing gaming
offenses.

Conviction for the crime of keeping or exhibiting a game

required a $1,000 fine, and failure to pay the fine resulted in a

12
six-month jail sentence.

On March 20,

18U8,

Texas enacted a law that was significantly

more lenient than the 1837 and 3840 statutes and which was the basis
for the gaming indictments during the latter half of the nineteenth
century.

The crime of keeping or exhibiting a game retained the

harshest penalty, but the maximum fine was reduced from $1,000 or
six months to $100.
13
set at $10.

The minimum fine for all gaming offenses was

The modification of statutes and the reduction of penalties
appear to have reflected a statewide reduction in desire to suppress,
and perhaps a greater understanding for, the vice of gambling.

The

changes in the state law appear to have found favor with Houstonians.
The state's penal code was employed as a sanction to gamble just as
the liquor license was used as a sanction to sell alcoholic beverages.
The criminal law was used as an alternative to a tax, and nineteenth
century individuals recognized that as the practical effect of the
operation of gaming laws within the city of Houston. S. 0. Young noted
that though there was an effort to confine gambling to the second floors

29
in. Houston's buildings, "everybody knew what was going on."

Young

wrote:
It is true that every time the grand jury met the
keepers of the places were indicted, pleaded guilty
and paid a fixed fine which was looked upon as a
kind of tax and therefore was considered perfectly
proper, even by the proprietors themselves.
Houston's perception of the state's gaming statutes leads one to the
conclusion that nineteenth century Houstonians were concerned with the
■ regulation, not the prohibition, of both drinking and gambling.

An

examination of the grand jury indictments should illustrate the extent
of that regulation.

There were at least 31^ indictments between l880 and June
1883 for the failure to pay an occupation tax.

Thirty-six of those .

cases involved the failure to pay the state and county tax on the
retailing of liquor.

Over the decade of the l880's indictments for

failure to pay the license tax on the sale of liquor increased,
15
eventually accounting for two-thirds of the 265 liquor law violations.
A typical indictment for failure to pay the license tax could be found
among the proceedings against William Davis, a black bar owner, who
received three indictments between June l88l and February 1882 for
the illegal sale of liquor.

One of those indictments charged that

Davis sold liquor:
without having a tax receipt to sell spirituous
liquors in quantities less than a quart and that
there has been levied by the State of Texas three
hundred dollars a year for pursuing said occupation
and the Commissioners Court of Harris County has
levied a tax of one half of that of the State.

30
Appearance bonds for liquor occupation tax cases ranged from $100
to $500 in correspondence to the amount of tax owed.

The amount owed

the state varied between $300, $200, and $50, and the county usually
assessed a tax of one-half the amount owed the state.

It is obvious

that thé liquor licensing law was administered to fulfill its function
as a revenue measure, but to determine whether the law was applied
as a regulatory measure one must èxamine the individuals indicted
and the disposition of the cases.

The occupation tax indictments rarely revealed the disposition
of the case, but the ordinary procedure was for the charges to be

IT
dropped upon payment of the tax and the court costs.

The Houston

Post observed on October 22, 1889 that:
There were about twenty occupation tax cases
disposed of by dismissal, the defendants having
paid their license tax.-*-°
Fines were not assessed unless the defendant was convicted by a jury
19
after demanding a trial.
On December 2U, l88j William Davidson,
barkeeper at the Globe Saloon at the corner of Congress and Travis,
was indicted because the Sterne brothers, owners of the saloon, had
not paid the tax for l88T-

At the conclusion of Davidson’s trial the

jury suspended deliberation to ask the judge whether they should simply

20
fine the defendant or assess the tax due along with a fine

- an act

which suggests a deep sympathy for the guilty party, as much as a lack
of understanding of the law.

A fine would not release a defendant

21
from the obligation to pay the tax,

but fines were rarely imposed

31

in Houston for selling liquor without a license.

Neither Houston

officials nor Houston Juries demonstrated an eagerness to punish
violators of laws designed to control the sale and consumption of
alcohol.

The hesitation to punish provided the most persuasive
evidence of Houston's toleration of liquor law violators when applied
to the operators of houses of prostitution.

Peter Fields, Mollie

Louis, Daisey Clayton and at least nine others received indictments
for both retailing liquor without a license and the operation of a

22
disorderly house.
prostitution.

The disorderly houses in Houston were houses of

The indictments against disorderly house operators

provide an opportunity to demonstrate Houston's toleration of liquor
law violators in a three step analysis.

First, Houston officials

could deny liquor licenses to individuals of "questionable" character.
Since liquor licenses were a privilege, officials could establish
criteria for obtaining a license and require that liquor, be sold
in defined areas and under specific conditions.

Officials could

always revoke a license if a retailer broke the law or operated a

23
disorderly house.

The number of indictments against disorderly

house operators for the crime of selling liquor without a license
cause one to wonder whether Houston officials considered licensing
such individuals.

Second, if officials were willing to license

disorderly house operators, one must assume that virtually any resident,
irrespective of the individual's character, could sell alcoholic

32
beverages, so long as they were willing to pay the tax.

Third,

assuming that Houston officials were opposed to licensing keepers of
disorderly houses to sell liquor, there appears to have been no
effort to prevent the operators of such establishments from actually
selling intoxicants.

None of the individuals indicted for the

operation of disorderly houses in the l880's are known to have received
convictions for selling liquor without a license.

Houston does not appear to have been vindictive toward the
men and women who provided the major arenas for morals deviation by
ignoring both the liquor and disorderly house statutes.

The most

obvious call for the application of a vindictive spirit in prosecution
and sentencing would have been against frequent and flagrant violators
of the law, but with crimes related to drinking and gambling, Houstonians
ignored that calling.

When an individual named' Toney pleaded guilty

in December l8ll to three charges of selling without a license, his
2k
fine was assessed at one dollar per offense.
In the same session
of the grand Jury Tom Madden was indicted for "betting at pool a
banking game."

Madden's bail was set at $100, but the case was

dismissed on January 11, 1872.

Madden received indictments for the

illegal sale of liquor and the operation of a disorderly house, as
well as for gaming.

Yet, the community appeared unconcerned about

Madden's activities until he stole three "greenbacks" with a denomination

25
of ten dollars - an offense which brought a sentence of two years in Jail.

33
In February 1873 there were 19 indictments for gaming,

26
four of which were for keeping a. gaming table.

The rest of the

charges were for playing the games number "93" and number "98" at
•
27
houses kept by Jackson Martin and L. H. Daly on Main Street.
Jackson Martin pled guilty to the crime of keeping and exhibiting
a gaming table and was fined $25.

At least 12 of the 15 charged

with betting entered guilty pleas and were fined $10.

These fines

were typical of the punishment for gambling in Houston in the
nineteenth century.

There were more than 100 convictions for gaming

in the l880's - making gambling the vice with the highest percentage

28
of convictions.

But in only four cases did the fine reach $50.

The fines were almost always $25 for permitting and exhibiting and
$10 for betting.

The fines for gambling remained consistent in spite of
the number of indictments or convictions an individual received.
More than 80 different individuals accounted for the 259 indictments
for gaming in the l880*s, but at least 68 of those charges were
brought against seven people.

William Mead, William Perry, Louis

Williams, Bob Spann, Joe Wells, Jack Moon, and William Davis were
all indicted more than five times, but their frequent involvement
with gambling had no effect on their bail or their fines.

Thirty-three

of the l880's gaming indictments were against William Perry, Joe
Wells, and Jack Moon who had a partnership in a gaming house at the
29
corner of Preston and Main.
The Perry, Wells, and Moon club
room remained in business throughout the l880's.

The operation of

34
that club room faced no opposition from the legal community beyond
an occasional $25 fine which was viewed, as a tax on the operation
of a gambling establishment.

There were forty-nine sessions of the grand Jury in the
l880's.

There were nineteen sessions with no liquor indictments
30
and twenty-three sessions with no gaming indictments.
The extent
of the enforcement against drinking and gambling would have been
far less had it not been for the diligence of J. C. Thomas, whose
grand juries accounted for 151 gaming indictments and 68 liquor
indictments - that is to say that had it not been for J. C. Thomas,
enforcement would have been less than token.

There were three liquor violations which have not been
discussed.

There were 25 indictments in the l880's for selling

liquor on an election day.

Nineteen of those indictments were

presented during Henry Fox's April 1882 term.

Houston must have had

more than one election during the decade, but all but two of the 25
indictments were issued in 1882.

There were only three indictments

during the l880's for the sale of liquor to minors.

Either grand

juries did not concern themselves with that offense or it was a
crime that went unobserved.

The liquor violation that resulted in

the most indictments outside selling without a license was the sale
31
of liquor on Sunday.

Articles 183 and 184 of the Texas Penal Code forbade the

35
nineteénth century Houstonian from laboring on Sunday, unless the
32
work was a necessity or a charity.
The Virginia Law Journal in
33
l882 reported that every state, except Louisiana, had a Sunday law.
The model for this kind of legislation was an English statute of

1676 entitled "An Act for the better observance of the Lord's Day."
The first compulsory Sunday law was adopted in 321 A.D. by Constantine
but thatlaw was a symbolic gesture to unite the pagans and Christians.
It carried no criminal penalty.

Anglo-Saxon kings prohibited certain

labor on Sunday, but the first English king to establish a penalty
for violation of Sunday laws was James I in the early 1600's.
Charles I and Charles II added penalties on amusements and labor to
James I's fine for missing church services.

It was that combination
31+
of strictures that was exported to the American colonies.

The original intent of American Sunday laws was to
encourage people to be Christians.

The London Company in l6l0

required that Virginians impose the death penalty upon an individual
who failed to attend three church services.

By 1623 the law had been

changed to accommodate recognition of the fact that it was better to
extract fines in tobacco rather than in human lives.

By the 1880's

American judges were in great disagreement as to whether the laws
were designed to enforce religious behavior or serve as a civil
35
regulation.
Much of the legal literature on Sunday laws in the
l880's denied any intention to enforce piety.

The Virginia Law

Journal suggested that the state demanded a day of rest as a balancing

36
act between people who enjoy peace and quiet and those who enjoy
pleasure and activity.

Any day of the week could have been chosen

as the day of rest, but practical considerations led to the choosing
of Sunday.
Sunday is named for the rest-day because the
masses of the people have for centuries observed
it, more or less fully, and the government can
more easily secure and protect a day already
popularly designated than establish a new one;
not because they undertake to enforce a divine
command.
This argument must have been rather weak, in that it was obvious that
the primary reason why the masses had observed Sunday as the day of
rest was that the state at one time sought to make people religious.
The law journal writers skipped over that fact to the claim that there
had obviously been a transformation in the intent of the Sunday laws.
Support for such a claim was found in the fact that various courts
sustained the enforcemént of Sunday laws against Jews and Seventh Day
Adventists on the ground that the legislature "sought to protect the
quiet of the day from disturbance," and not to force religious

37
observance.
Criminal Law Magazine in 1890 found that the "new" intention
behind Sunday laws was not as readily accepted as the Virginia Law
Journal wanted to believe.

Many judges continued to hold that the

purpose of the law was to promote public decency or religion.
Alabama court held that the legislative intent was:

An

3T
to prevent the spread of vice and immorality
by the desecration of thefirst day to the
week to common secular purposes, unless
justified by the necessities of the case.38
A Massachusetts court refused to permit a suit against a town for am
injury resulting from the town's negligence in failing to repair a
39
highway, because the travel and the injury occurred on a Sunday.
Even when legislatures took great pains to limit the effects of Sunday
laws, such efforts could be •undermined by judges who imposed a strict
interpretation of the statute in order to impose the religious implica¬
tions of the statute.

In New Hampshire one could work on Sunday, so

long as the work did not disturb others.

The New Hampshire court then

defined disturbing acts as work which directs attention from religious

üo

obligations to secular concerns.

Criminal Law Magazine was able to

conclude that a liberal construction of Sunday laws was favored in
most states, but that "no clear distinction has been made between
civil and criminal cases, in regard to the rigidity or liberality

Ul
of construction."

The Texas Court of Appeals decided on the construction that
it would give the Sunday law and works on necessity on June 23, 1888
in the case of Hennersdorf v. State.
By the word 'necessity'
a physical and absolute
fitness or propriety of
under the circumstances

The court stated:

we are not to understand
necessity, but a moral
the work and labor doneof any particular case. 2

The Texas appeals court admitted that it would look to the facts, as
well as the law in deciding questions that arose under the Sunday statute.

38
Hennersdorf had been fined $10 in Brown County for operating an ice
factory on Sunday.

Upon finding that unless the ice machines were

in operation on Sunday, the appellant would lose at least twenty-four
hours in resuming operations on Monday, the Court of Appeals reversed
and remanded the case.

The Texas Court followed the line of cases
43
that liberally construed the Sunday laws.

in 1839*

The city of Houston enacted the first Sunday laws in Texas
44
It was not until 1863 that Texas passed a blue law,
but

Houston surpassed the state in the degree of personal freedom that
was permitted under the Sunday laws.

Texas law prohibited the sale

45
of goods after 9 o’clock a.m.,

but the Houston ordinance provided

for a fine of from 10 dollars to 100 dollars for the sale or barter
of merchandise "on Sundays, between the hours of 9 o'clock a.m. and
46
4 o'clock p.m."
The Texas Court of Appeals eventually ruled that
the Houston ordinance was an attempt to countervene state law and
47
therefore void.
Though the ordinance could reach any merchant, it focused
on liquor dealers.

In the week following Judge Cook's condemnation

of efforts to enforce the criminal laws in Houston, the Post ran
several announcements that City Marshal Wichmann would be strictly
enforcing the Sunday closing ordinance, but it was clear that
• 48
enforcement would be directed at alcoholic consumption.
The Post
reported:

39
Marshall Wichmann will probably not interfere with
restaurants that may be kept open. Restaurants
and drugstores are the' Only exceptions. No beer
will be allowed to be sold at the beer gardens and
parks within the city limits between the hours above
mentioned. 9

There were 62 indictments for the sale of liquor on Sunday
during the l880;s, but only seven grand juries brought charges for
that crime.

J. C. Thomas' grand jury in February 1883 issued 18

indictments and S. 0. Cotton issued 31 the next year.

j. C. Thomas

and S. 0. Cotton were among the few grand jury foremen who were not
merchants.

Henry Fox, proprietor of the New York Variety Store,

stated that his April 1882 grand jury concentrated on investigating
violations of the Sunday law, yet no charges were brought for that
offense.

Not only were saloon keepers respected members of the

community - as was reflected in William Angerhoefer's service on
the grand jury - but also Houston and grand jurors were tolerant
of the merchandising of liquor on Sunday, even when the enforcement
of the Sunday law was directed at the sale of that product.
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CHAPTER IV

NO ILL REPUTE IN
LAW'S JOURNEY WITH LUST

Nineteenth century America constructed an elaborate mythology
toward sexuality - a mythology that was most spellbinding in distin¬
guishing the passions of men and women.
insatiable sexual urges.

Men were animals with

On the other hand, women never thought of

sex and passion lay dormant in a delicacy until fused with the creative

1
energy of a man.

Victorian America's prudery suppressed the notion

2
that women who experienced a desire for sex were normal.

Carl Degler

has discovered that a number of nineteenth century medical journals

3
described women as orgasmic and subject to a natural sexual drive.
But Degler's discovery does not undermine notions of suppression,
rather it adds to the difficulty in understanding the existence of
tension between normative and descriptive Victorian sexual advice.

The normative value and ideology that individuals sought
to establish was sexual moderation, which usually meant abstinence.
There may have been no consensus as to the description of women's
sexuality, but irrespective of whether women were thought of as sexual
or asexual creatures, they were taught that in order to be normal,
they should be passive, delicate, pure, and without desire.

With

respect to male sexuality there was consensus on description, but no
consensus in the application of normative values.

Men should receive

moral instruction, but then it was normal for men to have sexual desire.
One comes to the conclusion that in spite of a general passion for
prudery, men were entitled to sexual activity, while women were entitled

U6

to none.

Nineteenth century individuals were then faced with the

problem of finding an outlet for the described aggressiveness in male
sexuality that did not conflict with the value placed upon delicacy
and decency in young women.

Some individuals thought that prostitution provided the
needed release for the tension between described, expected, and
preferred behavior, but in actuality it merely moved the tension to
a different level.

Prostitution was an abhorrent social evil.

It

conflicted with sexual ideology, and it damned the unfortunate women
who engaged in the trade.
was tacitly condoned.

Yet, prostitution, while publicly condemned,

Prostitution was accepted by the myth makers -

it protected young women from seduction and corruption, while protecting
society from dissolute men who would turn to crime if sex were not

k
provided.

There were laws against prostitution, but law and its
enforcement mirrored the tension between society's normative and
descriptive behavior.

The written word defined the standard.

The

community, while recognizing the standard, defined a tolerable
deviation based upon observed and desired behavior.

It was the

community of enforcers that had to deal with the ambiguity that arose
when society defined an activity as criminal and then permitted that
activity so that it might absorb the energies of rogues, scoundrels,
and incorrigible men who might turn to other crime.

It was the

community of enforcers that had to rationalize the ambiguity in

1+8
permitting prostitution to save virtuous women when women's sexuality
was defined in terms that would make prostitution impossible, but for
the fact that virtuous women were forced into the trade by criminal
men.

Some of the ambiguity between social and legal definitions
with respect to prostitution was perceived by nineteenth century
individuals.

Moral reform societies were formed to fight vice in

the cities, and according to David Pivar, abolitionists turned from
5
black slavery to white slavery in the 1860's.
But it was not until
well into the twentieth century that the purity crusade's efforts

6
brought the closing of red light districts in major cities.

The

point of this discussion is not to decide whether certain ambiguities
were perceived, rather it is to suggest that the enforcement of
morality with respect to prostitution depended upon the definition of
complex- social relationships and that there was no consensus that the
laws against prostitution should be enforced.

It is with that scope

of vision that one should approach prostitution in nineteenth century
Houston.

One usually thinks of prostitution as flourishing in major
cities.

Houston was but three years old in 181+0, yet Harris County's

Commissioner's Court's effort in that year* to raise revenue by licensing
certain amusements and vices indicates that prostitution was a profitable

enterprise in Houston long "before Houston was a major city.
and nine pin alleys had to pay an annual fee of $100.

Theatres

The fee for

inns, taverns, and race tracks was set at $50, but assignation houses

T
and brothels had to pay $500.

The mayor of Houston publicly decried

the ordinance that gave recognition to prostitution, but the overriding
concern of the mayor was that virtually all the licensing revenue would
be raised from Houston residents, and that a tax oh brothels might drive
•prostitutes to competing towns and would be disadvantageous to Houston's

8
growth.

The mayor and city council sought and received a temporary

injunction against the county's collection of the licensing fees from

9
a Texas State District Judge.

The attempts to license prostitution are unimportant beyond
the demonstration that the vice came with the founding of the city,
for the city or county could not license an activity that could not
10

be licensed under state law.

The primary means of regulating

prostitution was the enforcement of the state's disorderly house
statute.

The keeping of a disorderly house under common law involved

permitting promiscuous activity over a period of time sufficient to
injure public morality, health or safety.

The term "promiscuous

activity" included more than prostitution, and the common law could
be directed at gaming-houses, saloons, bawdy-houses, and other public

11
places that might become habitual resorts for disorderly persons.

Most states retained disorderly house statutes that could
be applied broadly like the common law definition of the crime, but

50

12
Texas narrowed the concept of a disorderly house to prostitution.
A disorderly house was defined in Article 396 of the Texas Penal
Code as a house ’’kept for the purpose of public prostitution, or as
a common resort for prostitutes and vagabonds".

In the 1882 Austin

Term of the Texas Court of Appeals the conviction of C. L. McElhaney
13
under the disorderly house statute was reversed and remanded.
McElhaney kept a saloon in Cleburne, Jackson County where prostitutes
' could be found, sometimes drinking and sometimes not.

The court held

that the evidence did not prove that the defendant's house had been
kept for either of the purposes mentioned in the statute.
The defendant was engaged in carrying on a
legitimate business in that house. He kept there
various articles of trade for sale and sold the
same to whoever desired to purchase. While it is
true that prostitutes visited his house, it is
also true that a great many good people went there
for the lawful and innocent purpose of purchasing
ice, etc.^

Thus, the disorderly house statute in Texas could be applied
against only one of the forms of lewd, immoral, or disorderly conduct
that could be reached in other states and under common law.

Also,

the Texas statutes would permit indictments only where prostitution
was the "purpose for" rather than "incident to" a defendant's establish¬
ment.

Thus, the Judge of the Harris County Criminal District Court

charged the Jury in December 1887 at the conclusion of the trial of
Henrietta Marble:
That proof of one or more acts of clandestine
meetings at such house between man and female
is not sufficient to constitute the house a

51
disorderly house - but the evidence must
convince you beyond reasonable doubt that
the keeping of such house is for the open
15
and notorious purpose of public prostitution.
Stress was placed on the habitual use of defendant's premises, and
almost all of the indictments in the l880's stated that illegal
activity had occurred from the first of January or the first of the
preceding month to the time of indictment.

Information gathered from indictments in the l870's allows
one to argue that strong ties existed between gambling, the sale of
alcohol, and prostitution.

A number of individuals were indicted for

a variety of offenses including the illegal sale of liquor and permitting

16
prostitution.

It was difficult to determine from the indictments of

the early l870's whether the primary business of those charged with
keeping a disorderly house was the operation of a saloon or a house
of prostitution.

McElhaney v. State required that grand juries seeking

to enforce the disorderly house statute apply the law with greater
precision than it had been in the past.

But grand juries in Houston

appear to have narrowed their focus in enforcing the statute before
the McElhaney decision.

Even the indictments in l880 and 1881, the

two years preceding McElhaney, suggest that charges were brought
against the operators of houses of prostitution and not the operators
of saloons and gaming houses where prostitutes might seek employment.
Only three people indicted for keeping a disorderly house in the early
17
l880's were indicted for another vice.

52
There was no particular consistency to the wording of
disorderly house indictments.

In June of 1872 J. D. Andrews was

accused of having:
a common resort for prostitutes and vagabonds,
whose name being unknown to said Grand Jurors,
are called by them Liddy, Polly, Sally, Tom,
Dick and Harry, then and-there for the purposes
of public prostitution.1®
The indictment against J. D. Andrews was dismissed on August 26,
l872 after exceptions were given to the indictment for vagueness.
While the true reason why the Andrews case was dropped is unknown,
an indictment against a disorderly house in Texas was inadequate unless
it stated either that the house was used "as a common resort for
19
prostitutes and vagabonds" or "for purposes of public prostitution."
A grand jury foreman could include both phrases, as was done in the
Andrews case, but the phrases had to be alleged in the conjunctive,

20
.which the Andrews indictment did not do.

It was common in the l880's for grand jury foremen to indict
for keeping a house for the "purpose of public prostitution and as a
common resort for prostitutes", and thus avoiding reference to
vagabonds.

Only three disorderly house indictments between l880 and

21
February 1884 mentioned vagabonds.

The case of Springer v. State

in 1886 established the principle that an indictment that excluded the
term "vagabonds" from the phrase "common resort for prostitutes and
vagabonds" was technically insufficient to convict.

It is curious

that there appears to have been a moratorium on disorderly house

53
indictments from October 1885 to October. 1886.

The only indictment

issued in 1886 was given in December and it clearly violated the
23
Springer requirements.

Houston grand jury foremen do not appear to have been
apprised of the Springer decision.

J. C. Thomas issued six disorderly

house indictments in March 1887 and none of the six mentioned vagabonds.
J. C. Thomas had been foreman for nine terms in the l880's prior to
March 1887 and on several occasions he had prepared indictments that

2k
mentioned prostitutes and vagabonds.

While the foremen in June and

October of 1887 appear to have followed Springer, an unexplainable
shift in the wording of indictments occured in December of 1887 when
Henry Fox issued nine indictments against keeping a house as a "common
25
resort for prostitutes and vagrants."
The previously inconsistent
wording of indictments became stylized and the seven different grand
jury‘foremen that followed Fox issued twenty-five indictments,

26
all of which substituted the word "vagrant" for the word "vagabond".

Springer v. State stressed the aimless wanderer quality to
the term "vagabond".

Springer demanded that indictments include

vagabonds, as well as prostitutes, because the penal code was not
designed to punish women who prostituted themselves by becoming a mistress
27
for pay to one man.
Perhaps the prosecutor and the grand jury foremen
felt that the use of the term "vagrant" more accurately achieved the
intent of the penal code.

More probably it was felt that "vagrant" and

"vagabond" were sufficiently synonomous and "vagrant" was to be preferred

because it was consistent with Houston's overall policy of regulation
of prostitution.

Women were punished beginning in 1886 for being

prostitutes, as opposed to keeping prostitutes, through reliance on

28
city ordinances against vagrancy.

One hundred fifty-three disorderly house indictments were
29
brought against 85 different individuals in the decade of the l880's.
. Almost one-half of those individuals were only indicted once and
received ho stigma of guilt from the judicial process.

Only 28

individuals of the 85 indicted during the l880's received more than
one true bill from the grand jury.

Sixteen people received more than

two indictments and only four people were indicted more than five
3°
times.
' Mollie Louis who resided at Main Street between Texas and
Capitol was indicted five times between l88l and 1884.

Louis does

hot appear to have been indicted after 188U, but she had been in
31
business at least since 1871.
Mollie Louis and Angelena Johnson are
the only names that appear among the indictments of the l880's and
32
the early 1870's.

These statistics might indicate that a number of individuals
operated disorderly houses in Houston for a few years and then relocated
their trade elsewhere, but the statistics also indicate that Houston
was extremely tolerant of prostitution in the nineteenth century.
A study of the criminal- court indictments suggests that enforcement
in the l870's did not amount to much more than sporadic or once a
year harassment.

In the l880's there were 16 grand jury sessions

33

with no indictments for the operation of a disorderly house,

in spite

of the fact that three of the most notorious keepers, Emma Malcomb,
Annie Waters, and Carrie Hall, operated within three blocks of the

34
court house.

The city directories permit one to substantiate the

fact that at least 11 different residences within a three-block square
east of the court house and south of Congress Street were used as
35
whorehouses during the l880's.
If Justice was not blind, then
certainly some grand jurors were.
as J. C. Thomas.

Few grand jurors were as observant

As foreman of the grand jury he issued 19 indictments

in June l88l, 12 indictments in February l883> and seven indictments
in October, 1883.

Henry Fox in December l88T was the only other

foreman to issue more than six indictments in a session for keeping a
disorderly house.

Bail and punishment remained stable throughout the l880's.
Appearance bonds were preserved with most indictments.

The amount

of those bonds fluctuated between $200 and $300 in the early l8T0's,
with an occasional reduction to $150.

Appearance bonds in the l880's

were set at $300 in all but four cases, and on three of those occasions
it was reduced to $100.

The bonds reveal that at least one-fourth of

those indicted for keeping a disorderly house had to sign their name
with a mark.

Illiteracy appears to have been higher among violaters of

disorderly house statutes than other laws designed to regulate vice.

Illiterate keepers of disorderly houses always found people
to co-sign appearance bonds.

S. S. Ashe, a former sheriff and Harris

56
County Tax Assessor during the mid-l880's, acted as a surety for
Henrietta Marble, who placed her "X" at the bottom of several
36
appearance bonds.
Ashe's generosity toward Marble did not lead him
necessarily to support prostitution; he was frequently a witness
against individuals involved in vice and he served as foreman of the
grand jury in February 1889 that returned six true bills for disorderly
house violations.

The first case against Marble in l880 led to a not

3T
.guilty verdict.

The indictment listed lU defense witnesses.

Any

thought that Asha was part of a community that knew of the virtue of
Marble may be dismissed in examining the second case against Marble
on February
38

2k, 1881 which ended with a jury determined fine of

$150.
At the trial following her December 10, 1887 indictment,
Henrietta Marble and one of her tenants, R. A. Nelson, attempted to
discredit the testimony of two of the state's witnesses who asserted
their personal knowledge of Marble's house of prostitution.

Marble

contended that she found the two women who turned state's evidence
wandering the streets, and offered them a place to stay for one
evening.

Marble claimed that she became ill and was unable to force

the two women out of her house and away from the one room with the
single bed that had been provided for the one night sojourn.

Marble

alleged that illness made it impossible for her to know of her guests'
activities.

Apparently, Marble's reputation was such that jurors were
39
not inclined to believe the story, and she was fined $100.
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Henrietta Marble was indicted four times between l880 and
1887 and received two guilty sentences.

Her second fine was one of

only five in tbe l880’s that exceeded $100.
led to 58 convictions.
$100 fines.

The 131 indictments

Fifty-three of those convictions brought

Daisey Clayton, who received six convictions for her

nine indictments during the l880's,

and Lou King joined Henrietta
40
Marble in the elite group to be fined $150.
While Clayton*s five
1*1
other convictions resulted in $100 fines,
Lou King received special
notoriety in having both her two convictions out of three indictments
exceed $100.

Lou King and Dago Charlie, both indicted on December 24,
k2
1889, were the only individuals during l880*s to be fined $200.

Dago Charlie and Lewis Williams, a black man, were the only
men in Houston in the l880*s to receive convictions for the violation
43
of the disorderly house statute.
There were 13 men indicted for
44
violating the statute,
and if there was discrimination in the
enforcement of the statute, it was more likely to be on sexual,
rather than racial, criteria.

The city directories permit the racial

identification of 57 of the 85 individuals indicted during the decade
of the l88C's - 21 of those identified were white and 36 were black.
The only racially significant point would appear to be that the two
most frequently convicted individuals, Daisey Clayton and Mollie
Louis, were white women.

Clayton received six convictions and Louis

received four.

But there were nine individuals to receive two
45
convictions, and only three of those individuals were white.

The
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most obvious discrimination appeared, not in enforcement, but in
social custom.

White prostitutes retained entitlement to the terms

’'Mrs.” or "Miss”.

Of course, black women received no similar courtesy,
46
irrespective of whether or not they wère prostitutes.

There was no isolated red light district in Houston during
thé nineteenth century.

Disorderly houses were spread all over the

city, but there were three areas of concentration during the l880's.
The three-block square east of the court house and bounded on the
north by Congress and on the south by Texas has been mentioned
previously.

A second area of concentration was in the northern part

of town between Franklin and Texas and east of Hamilton.

Henrietta

Marble and Laura Richardson, who had eight indictments during the
decade, resided in that section.

The third area was the three-block

square bounded by Preston, Capitol, Louisiana, and Main.

Mollie Louis,
47
Lou King, Sarah Lee and John Bell's theatre operated in that area.

John Bell resided in Galveston, but he was the proprietor
of the Palace Variety Theater on the south side of Texas Avenue between
Main and Travis.

Bell was indicted in October 1887 and again in October
48
1888 for operating a disorderly house.
Nineteenth century theatres

were specially constructed with third tiers to service prostitutes
49
who made initial contacts while in the theatre.
While most third
’ 50
tiers had been closed by the l880's,
Bell's indictments suggest
that some Houstonians went to the theatre to arrange entertainment,
as well as to be entertained.
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Statutes designed to regulate sexual activity vere •
understandably difficult to enforce when the criminal act occurred
in a private place.

But unlike rape, adultery, and incest, prostitution

occurred in houses known by the community to harbor individuals that
were deviating from the ideal of sexual abstinence.

Pinpointing

disorderly houses on a map of Houston helps one to envision the extent
of toleration for prostitution.

It is difficult to imagine that

grand jurors and police officers did not know where to go to find
prostitution.

Disorderly houses were not gypsy caravans roaming the

streets of Houston, attempting to avoid police observations; they were,
instead, fixed features of the city.

Emma Malcomb's place was referred
51
to as a "notorious drive" by a Houston newspaper.
Malcomb, located
only a couple of blocks from the court house, received five indictments
and two convictions between 1887 and 1889.

It would appear that a

house of prostitution was run from Malcomb's residence throughout the
decade.

Maria Dumont in l88l and Pearl Albright in 1884 and 1885

were indicted for keeping a disorderly house at the same location.
Maria Dumont and Pearl Albright probably served on various occasions
52
as the keeper for Emma Malcomb.
Thus, prostitution was consistently
available at the stable location of 329 Preston throughout the decade
of the l880's.

Yet, eight indictments and two convictions to the

keepers of that establishment over a ten-year period did not equate
to an effort to penalize or harass notorious violation of the law.

Once those charged with enforcing the law perceived prostitution
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they attacked it with a state statute designed for regulating rather
than prohibiting the activity.

The regulatory efforts appear to have

been halfhearted and the pattern of enforcement suggests that the
state's penal code was employed as an infrequent license to engage in
sexual activity that society defined as undesirable, but necessary.
When convictions were returned for violations of the state law, the
sentences, with very few exceptions, were the lowest allowed by law.

The community of enforcers did not have to rely solely upon
the state law to punish or regulate those engaging in prostitution.
It would not have been a violation of recognized constitutional
principles for Houston to have prosecuted and punished prostitutes
and the keepers of disorderly houses under both state law and municipal
ordinances.

Though successful prosecution by one governmental body

might have barred another governmental authority from prosecuting the
same offense, a full thrust attack on prostitution by both the city and
53
state probably would not have had to rely on the same offenses.

In 1862 the Houston City Council was petitioned to take
action against prostitution and to remove Daisey Clayton and her house
5^
guests for a residential area. The petition was tabled.
In 1879
an ordinance which proposed to restrict and punish prostitution within
the limits of Houston was presented to the Council. It was tabled
55
on May 16, 1879*
Seven years later the city of Houston enacted
ordinances against the public plying of vocation by prostitutes,
street walking, and permitting the use of a house for prostitution.
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Those ordinances did not necessarily strengthen the attack on prostitution,
in spite of the fact that Article lk8 of the City's Code and Ordinances
prescribed the duty of the police and marshal to give notice to proper
judicial authority of the use of any house or room for prostitution.
The maximum penalty for the violation of a city ordinance against
prostitution was $100.

In response to the 1886 Code revision justices

of the peace began to sentence prostitutes under the city ordinances,
but the appeals to the Criminal District Court indicate that the fines
were of the 50 cent, one dollar and five dollar variety, rather than
$100.

It would appear that the enactment of city ordinances against

prostitution did little more than express some concern for the
prostitution problem.

Once the concern was voiced, prostitutes were

prosecuted under vagrancy ordinances, not prostitution ordinances.

The city of Houston passed a vagrancy ordinance in l86l which
was intended to protect the city against idle persons likely to become
paupers chargeable to the city.

The city marshal was to take such idle

individuals before the Recorder's Court where they would have to post
a bond between $100 and $500 and pledge that they would keep the peace
and not become a charge for one year.

A refusal or inability to post

the bond led to six to 18 days' work on public projects for males and
5T
three to 15 days in jail for females.
The vagrancy statute was used
for its original purpose.

Justice of the Peace Johnson fined eight

individuals $5 and two weeks' work on public roads for being unable to
58
When the
"give satisfactory accounts of themselves" in January 1889.
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ordinance was applied to its original purpose, the Houston Post alleged
59
that the statute was vague and uncertain,
hut when the vagrancyordinance was applied against prostitutes, the newspaper alleged that
vagrancy was a legal fiction.

In December l880 Otto Miller filed a

complaint against four women for being vagrants after he was denied
admission to a disorderly house.

The Houston Post noted:

"The poor women are inmates of guilded houses of
sin, but, even in their degredation /sic/, it is
questionable whether they are more abandoned than
thé man who, for some imaginary slight, first
assaults one of them and then turns around and
has them all jailed on a legal, fiction known as
'vagrancy*

Officials in Houston equated the term "vagrant" with the
term "common prostitute", as can be seen in examining the appeals of
Minna Peters and Sarah Lee to the Criminal District Court on October 1,
1888.

Peters and Lee had each been fined one dollar plus court costs

for being a "vagrant: to wit a common prostitute" by Justice of the
6l
Peace Breeding.
Why would Houston officials rely on what the community
recognized as a legal fiction to attack prostitution while overlooking
the ordinances designed for that attack?

Officials need not have been

concerned about the possibility of barring subsequent state prosecution,
for convictions under city ordinances against street walking and plying
the vocation of prostitute could not have barred state prosecution under
the disorderly house statute.

The most persuasive analysis appears to

be that Houston officials were not at all concerned about prosecuting
prostitutes, rather prostitution was included within vagrancy by police

63
officers who profited by taking vagrancy cases before justices of
the peace.

The enactment of city ordinances against prostitution

apparently did little more than encourage the expansion of the class
of individuals that could be charged with the offense of vagrancy,
an expansion that placed more money in the pockets of police, but

62
which did little to curtail prostitution.

Prostitution was tolerated in Houston from its founding probably because of the greater number of men than women.

Edward

Stiff, who was in Houston in 1839» noted; "Perhaps about 3,000 people
are to be found at Houston generally, and among them not exceeding
forty females."

But differences in population could not have provided

nineteenth century Houston the sole justification for prostitution.
By 1870 there were approximately 100 more males than females in a
63
population of 17,375»
Economic factors beginning with the litigation
between city and county in

l8U0

would suggest that prostitution was

permitted because it encouraged growth, and growth was a desirable
objective throughout the nineteenth century.

Also, one must assume

that some individuals found prostitution enjoyable.

Enjoyment in

itself was probably sufficient justification for toleration of the
offense, but enjoyment interrelated with economic, social, and
ideological factors to insure that enforcement of the laws that
mirrored society's firmly held convictions on desirable human behavior
did not preclude necessary human conduct.
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CHAPTER V

SEX AND OTHER DIFFICULTIES:
FORCE OF LOVE MEETS FORCE OF LAW

M

It is universal experience that, laws cannot
be enforced which impose penalties upon acts
which do not constitute infringements upon the
rights of others. But this is not. a constitu¬
tional objection, and does not affect the
binding power of the law, if a sufficient moral
force can be brought together to secure its
enforcement. This is a question of expediency,
which can only be addressed to the discretion of
the legislature.”
Christopher Tiedeman, Limitations on
Police Power, 1886, p. 153.

As was characteristic of legal writers, in the late
nineteenth century Christopher Tiedeman relied upon Cooley's
Constitutional Limitations .in an attempt to explain that crime was
not merely a breach of the peace, but a violation of a private right,
subject to prosecution by the public, because private prosecution

1
was ineffective.

Tiedeman declared that the concept of injury to

the state as a basis for prosecution and punishment was a legal
fiction.

In order to punish the state had to find "a trespass upon

some right”.

One had to be especially careful in attempting to

punish those things that gratified passions and desires and that did
primary damage to self without trespassing the rights of others.
Tiedeman wrote that governmental police power could not be exercised
constitutionally to "save one from the evil consequences of his own
vices" or to banish sin and immorality from society.

But Tiedeman

turned to tort law and the doctrine of proximate cause to explain that
apart from trespass upon rights, "established rules of constitutional
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construction" permitted the prohibition of vices that caused
"proximate damage".

Tiedeman's final warning on the use of police

power to regulate vices was that though the state could prohibit
vices without infringement of the Constitution,' prohibition would
be unenforceable without enthusiastic support of the people, which
could not be obtained without the danger of trespass to rights.

It

is with this warning that one should approach Houston's enforcement
of Texas statutes designed to regulate or prohibit certain sexual

2
behavior.

Peter Floeck was the most frequent grand Jury foreman in
the first half of the l870*s.

In February 1882 Floeck was foreman

of a different kind of jury - one that sentenced John Cone to death
for the rape of Effie M. Scott.
by her house on January 16, 1882.

Mrs. Scott testified that Cone came
The defendant asked for some food

and inquired as to how long it would take to get to Galveston.

The

Scott's lived on the Galveston, Harrisburg, San Antonio road.

Effie

informed the defendant that he could obtain instructions and a meal
at the boarding house at "the ten Mile Tank" located a short distance
from the Scott's house.

Mrs. Scott described the crime to the Jury.

He then asked me what time it was. As I turned
to look at the clock he caught me by the hand
and neck. I screamed. He then took...an iron
boot jack and struck me twice over the head.
...He then took a stove lid and beat me with it.
He told me if I did not stop screaming he would
kill me. He pulled up my clothes and got on me
and entered my person with his male member. He
ravished me. Had knowledge of me by violence and
against my will.3
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According to Judge Cook’s instructions, if the jury reached
a guilty verdict, it could sentence the defendant to five or more
years in the penitentiary.
jury.

But Cone did not obtain sympathy from the

Following the death sentence, Cumming and Harrison, who according

to a letterhead were "lawyers, real estate and land agents", appealed
Cone's case.

Unable to find error in the lower court proceedings,

the appellate court denied Cone's appeal and issued an order on May 26,
1883 to the Sheriff of Harris County to hang Cone and to avoid publicity.
On July 6, 1883, one year and five months after indictment, Cone was

k
executed at 11:U5 a.m. inside the county jail.

Rape involves an obvious and violent trespass of individual
rights.

Tiedeman probably would have suggested that Houstonians

enthusiastically enforced the law against Cone because Cone's gratifi¬
cation of his passions violated the rights of another.

But the study

of subsequent rape cases in Houston leads to the conclusion that the
degree of enthusiasm for enforcement was directly related to the
identity and race of the defendant and victim, rather than the extent
to which rights were violated.

Texas statutes had always permitted death for convicted
rapists.

In fact, the law of the Republic of Texas at the time of

the founding of Houston in 1836 provided that death was the only
5
sentence that could be applied to a rapist.
After Texas became a
state, the law permitted first one year and then five years in the

TT
penitentiary as a minimum sentence for rape, allowing ‘broad jury

6
discretion in sentencing.

In- spite of the fact that the maximum

penalty for rape was always death, John.Cone was the only individual
in the decade of the 1880’s to receive that sentence for rape from
a Houston jury.

The fact that John Cone was the only man to he exécuted
• for the crime of rape suggests that the imposition of the death,
penalty in that case was more the result of the fact that Cone was
"black and the victim was a white woman, than that rapists in Houston
were thought to deserve death for an intolerable violation of rights.
Houston jurors appear to have had. a predisposition to find guilt in
any black accused of the rape of a white woman.

The Cone case demon¬

strates the severity of punishment when facts apparently substantiated
that predisposition.

The case of The State of Texas v. Preston Smith

demonstrates.thatjurors were willing to find guilt irrespective of
the facts.

Preston Smith was indicted on April 14, 1885 for the rape
of Elizabeth Clancy, a white woman.

Clancy alleged that Smith, a

black man, attacked her as he said:
"I am going to fuck some damn white bitch
tonight and it might as well be you as
any other white bitch.”T
Smith was convicted and sentenced to 25 years in the penitentiary
within ten days of indictment.

He probably would have received the
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death penalty like Cone, hut for the fact that members of the
community were none too charitable in the characterizing Elizabeth
Clancy's general reputation for virtue and chastity.

Several

8
individuals were willing to testify that she affiliated with blacks.
Ten days after the indictment of Smith for rape, Elizabeth Clancy
was indicted for fornication.

Clancy was known to have had habitual

carnal intercourse with Harry Pool, a black man.

The District Attorney

moved for a nolle on the fornication charge, stating that the
indictment should have been for adultery, since it appeared that Pool
was married.

Surely a white man could have effectively used Clancy's
9
character and activities as a sound defense to the charge of rape.

The day that Clancy was indicted for fornication, Smith's
attorneys filed a motion stating four reasons why Smith's all too
speedy conviction should be stricken and a new trial' granted.

The

most important reasons were that witnesses had been located who could
establish an alibi for Smith and that the jury had reached its verdict
of guilty by casting lots.

Several affidavits attached to the motion

for new trial established that evidence existed which would suggest
that Clancy had framed Smith for his refusal to give her five dollars.
The motion for new trial was denied and the Court of Appeals in Austin

10
affirmed the decision of the court on July 2, 1885.

The legal system's demands for justice in Houston were strict
and harsh when a black man was accused of carnally knowing a white
woman without her consent.

The demands were not always as strict as
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they were against Cone and Smith.

Judge Cook permitted a two-year

sentence for Harry Erk's rape of Mary Lee in l88l, even though the
law as applied to Cone, Smith, and Erk demanded at least five years

11
imprisonment.

Nor were the demands always as harsh when Houston

Jurors did not have to operate under the myth of the virtue of white
women.

White women found immediate acceptance of their allegations

of rape by blacks.

Black women were not entitled to the same respect.

Ben Clark, a black man, was indicted in February 1887 for raping Annie
Hendricks and in February 1888 for raping Mary Bishop.
indicted for the rape of a third woman on June 13, 1889.

Clark was
Ben Clark

12
was thrice found not guilty - each of his alleged victims was black.
T. H. Smith, a black man, was charged with rape on December 22, 1883.
The Jury found the defendant guilty of aggravated assault and battery
and assessed the penalty at 25 dollars.

Even when the allegations of

a black woman were believable and the guilt of the defendant established,
punishment was certain to be light compared to that given Cone and
Preston Smith.

Wyatt Jones* conviction in 1885 for raping a black
13
woman, Sarah Clark, resulted in only a seven-year* Jail sentence.

Assault with attempt to rape did not stir much emotion in
late nineteenth century Houston.

Emile Stohler, a married white man,

.received the harshest penalty for that offense.

Indicted for rape

on April 13, 1889, the record reveals that Stohler made Alya Guy lie
down and then he left her without intercourse saying, "The hole is
too little."

The Jury found Stohler guilty of attempt to commit rape
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and sentenced him to two years in the penitentiary.

The District

Attorney did not prosecute Frank Davis in 1888, and Jessy Colbert
in l88l and Prince Walker in l880 were tried for attempted rape
and found not guilty.

The alleged victims in the Walker and Davis

cases were children, suggesting that there was not much concern for
the moral welfare of children.

Richa Bateman*s attempted rape of

Sylvia Kemp, a child under ten years of age, resulted in a 90-day
jail sentence, hut statutory rape usually did not lead to punishment.
Ferdinand George, a Houston butcher, was arraigned before Justice
of the Peace A. R.. Rally in 1888 for the rape of a seven year old
girl.

The county court records contain a petition for the release

of George on bail, but no indictment by the grand jury.

But

indictment for the rape of a child would not necessarily have led
to punishment.

Sam Brooks remained free in 1871 after being charged

14
with the rape of a ten year old black child.

Christopher Tiedeman informed the nineteenth century legal
community that attempts to penalize actions which did not involve
infringement of rights were futile.

The community of individuals

comprising Juries in nineteenth century Houston might have informed
Tiedeman that with respect to rape they were only concerned with
penalizing the infringement upon the rights of a certain class,
namely white women.

Tiedeman certainly would have suggested that

Houston’s record in enforcing laws regulating vice and forms of
private sexual behavior, where violation of rights was not as blatant
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as in the case of rape, would "be no more impressive than the results
in enforcing the rape statutes. .

Since a married person’s rights in a spouse are less
significant than a woman's rights to bodily privacy and integrity,
the follower of Tiedeman's thesis would expect the enforcement of
adultery, fornication, and unlawful marriage statutes to he of
less concern than the enforcement of rape statutes.

But expected

marginal enforcement appears to have been aggravated by an inability
to distinguish criminal offenses.

In l8!+0 the case of Hunter v. U.S.

held that adultery was the crime of a married person, but a great deal
15
of uncertainty remained as to the definition of the crime.

Judges, juries, and attorneys had difficulty in deciding
how to proceed when one party was married and the other was not.
The District Attorney’s nolle of Elizabeth Clancy's fornication
charge because her partner in crime was married- demonstrates that
the grand jury's attempts at enforcement, however marginal, could
be frustrated.

William Lemon's indictment for adultery in 1871

received a nolle » perhaps because the case involved bigamy, as well
as adultery since William and co-defendant, Andelin Lemon, were

16
legally married to other people.

The Lemons should have been

charged with unlawful marriage, an offense that brought Frank
17
Rasleigh two years in the penitentiary in 1871.
Even if the
District Attorney was content that the alleged crime had been properly
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labeled, the Jury could become confused and return a verdict
inappropriate to the charges.

In December 1886 David Handy was

charged with adultery for living with Sophy Shelva while lawfully
married to another woman.

The Jury found Handy guilty of fornication,

18
not adultery, and fined him 50 dollars.

Handy's arrest produced an incident that led to the arrest
of a Houston banker for obscenity.

Police officer Gannon testified

that after arresting Handy, they went to the office of W. 0. Ellis
at a bank on Franklin Street where Handy expected to "get bail".
Gannon explained to Ellis the circumstances of Handy's arrest and
the amount needed for bail.

Ellis became angry and stated:

"I have stood this thing long enough - I
will fight this case to the bitter end.
They are a set of thieves and robbing
sons of B
h's."
Gannon asked Ellis to whom he was referring.

Ellis responded with,

"I mean those D—n-d thieves down yonder", which Gannon explained
as meaning Justice Raily and officers of the Justice of the Peace's
19
Court.

Ellis probably ended up spending too much time defending
his charge of using indecent and vulgar language in a public place
to provide much assistance to David Handy.

Ellis appealed his five

dollar fine until the Court of Appeals decided they had no Jurisdiction
over the matter on March 9» 1889.

The Ellis case is valuable not only

in that it reveals interesting arrest procedure and the attitudes of
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a Houston businessman toward part of the legal system, but also, in that
it reveals that David Handy was black.

It is not surprising that Handy was black, for being black
was almost a prerequisite for being charged with a private sexual
offense in nineteenth century Houston.

With possibly one exception,

every adultery case in the 1880*3 had at least one black defendant.
Robert Smith, a black boatman, and Lizzie Hudwell were each fined
$100 in June 1884 for their adultery.

Harry Sparks received the same

fine for his adultery with Beatrice Bird, a black married woman, in
October 1887*

In 1889 Terry Davis, a black porter for the Texas

Express Company, was found not guilty of adultery with Louisa Hurd,
a married woman.

James Monroe, a white.carpenter, did not have to

go to trial for his charge of adultery with Maria Sessums.
District Attorney gave the case a nolle pros.

The

The city directory

reveals that Maria's husband, John, was a black man engaged in the

20
same occupation as James Monroe.

The court records do not indicate a resolution of the
charge in two other cases of adultery in the l880's, but all of the
parties involved were black.

In one of those cases Hattie Watkins

21
and Tony Johnson had to post $100 bonds,

an insignificant amount

compared to the $1,500 required of Mary McBride and L. L. Beance in

22
their 1869 adultery case.

But even though bail for adultery was

lower in the l880's than in previous years, it was not set at a
consistent level, permitting discrimination between black and white

defendants.

James Monroe’s "bail was set at $100 while his. hlack

co-defendant’s hail was set at $300,.

The fact that-Terry Davis

had hail set at $300 suggests that the discrimination was racial
23
rather than sexual.
Of the nine indictments for adultery issued in the l880*s
and the one issued in 1869, the court records indicated that only
three cases resulted in guilty sentences.

Two of the guilty sentences

brought $100 fines and the third guilty sentence was against Handy
2k

who was fined 50 dollars for fornication.

Fifty dollars seems to

have heen the standard fine for fornication, suggesting that Jurors
thought the offense only half as had as adultery. Dallas Hooper and
Ella Hamilton were fined $50 each in 1880 for "unlawfully and wilfully1
having "habitual carnal intercourse with each other, neither...then
and there being married".

The case against Hooper and Hamilton is

the only one of the four cases for fornication brought in the l880’s
for which there is no substantiation that blacks were involved in
25
the crime.
If prosecutions for adultery and fornication indicate
the concern of nineteenth century Houstonians over the marriage
relationships of blacks, the State of Texas can be shown to have
had a similar concern.

Section 27, Article 12 of the 1869 Consti¬

tution provided that all former slaves who lived together as husband
and wife at the time the Constitution was adopted became legally
married by constitutional fiat, and a subsequent formal marriage by
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either party could result in prosecution for unlawful marriage or

26
bigamy.

The only indictment for bigamy in the early l880's was
brought against Minerva McCoy.

Minerva's first and legal husband

Henry McCoy was a witness in the case.

One can assume that Henry

McCoy was black in that "(col)” followed his name on the indictment.
Minerva must have been black or else she most certainly would have
been prosecuted for intermarriage.

The records reveal only one

prosecution for intermarriage in the 1880's.

John Briscoe was charged

in l88l with marrying a white woman named Mattie.

Minerva McCoy

was found not guilty and no verdict was recorded in the Briscoe

2T
case.

There were four cases of bigamy brought in 1889.

The

prosecutor refused to proceed after Robert Burton's indictment,
and Mose Stark was found not guilty of bigamy.

Burton and Stark

were black, but another black man, William Umphreys, was not
fortunate in his bigamy trial.

The jury was told that if Umphreys

was found guilty, he could be sentenced from two to five years in
the penitentiary.

Something about Umphreys upset the jury and they
t

sent him away for five years.

The other bigamy indictment was brought

against John Ducas, who married Annie Pislot while lawfully married
to another woman.

The other woman was presumably in France and

28
could not be located so the Jury found Ducas not guilty.

It appears that the only statute designed to regulate
sexual activity which was not enforced primarily against blacks
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vas the law on seduction which was designed to protect a seducee's
rights to a married status based upon a reluctant surrender of some¬
thing of value.

An indictment in April of 1871 stated that Alfred H.

Wells by a promise to marry did "seduce and carnally know, and
unlawfully bed, cohabit, and copulate with one Joshaphine Roper".
The final outcome of the Wells case was not revealed in the court
records, but the defendant may have met the requirements of a very
explicit statute.

No one could be prosecuted for seduction unless

the male seducer promised a woman under the age of 25 that he would
marry her.

Five cases for seduction were brought in the l880's.

Two cases received nolles, two cases resulted in not guilty verdicts,
and the case against James Dagg was dismissed after he married Ellen
29
Terheun, the seducee.

The crimes discussed so far all involved at least some
notion of violation of rights.

But other statutes governing sexual

behavior were rooted in a concern that exceeded an interest in
protecting rights, controlling illegitimacy, and regulating marriage.
Such statutes were designed to punish "abominable and detestable"
behavior and "crimes against nature".

In reliance upon the notion

of "proximate damage" to society, nineteenth century legal theorists
like Tiedeman would have found such statutes to be constitutionally,
but not functionally, enforceable.

Data from the Harris County Court

records of the l880's lends credence to Tiedeman's thesis.

Grand

juries issued only six true bills for violations of statutes which
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criminalized detestable sexual activity -four for sodomy, one for
indecent exposure, and one for incest... The defendants in four
cases went unpunished.

The four cases of sodomy were brought against blacks.
Louis Connor was charged on April 17» l888 of having a "venereal
affair with a beast to wit a dog". Connor was tried and found not
3°
guilty.
On December 11, 1886 Joe Johnson was accused of carnally
knowing a horse.

Realizing that the weight of the evidence and the
t

testimony of two police officers would be against him, Johnson posted
a $500 bond and made a voluntary confession to the court.

Johnson

explained that he had a venereal disease and that he did not want
to "leave it" with his family.

"A man told me," stated Johnson,

"to take a mare and it would cure me."

Johnson did what he was told.

He explained to the court:
...after X was through with her I turned her
loose. That is all there is about the matter.
According to Judge Cook's charge to the Jury, Joe Johnson could have
received a fifteen year sentence.

But the jury was either sympathetic

to Johnson's plight, amused by his gullibility, or impressed with his
honor in releasing the mare, for they found Johnson not guilty of
31.
sodomy, in spite of the confession.

A black man indicted for having sex with an animal was
good for a laugh and no one cared to punish him beyond the humiliation
of laughter.

But a black man indicted for having sex with another man

88
enraged the sensibilities of Houston jurors.

Ed Dyer was fined

1,000 dollars for assaulting and having a venereal affair with
32
Milton Mozee in April 1889 ♦
That same month William Green was
indicted for having an affair with G. T. Jolger.

Attorney Henry

Fisher failed to get a new trial for Green who was sentenced to
33
ten years in the penitentiary.
Grand juries perhaps should not have bothered to indict
for sodomy, incest, and indecent exposure.

The only case of indecent

exposure brought to the attention of the grand Jury in the l880's
involved one Madam Joseph Franks who in June 1888 had to post bond
of $100.

In June 1890 she asked the court for a return of her money,

34
since she had yet to be tried.

Edward Jones received a trial for
35

the crime of incest in 1882, but he remained as free as Madam Franks.
There were a total of 48 sex law indictments in Houston
during the decade of the l880's - an average of five per year or
one per grand Jury session.

The nature and location of the crimes

and the lack of police sophistication would have made enforcement
difficult, but there appears to have been little concern that such
offenses would cause proximate damage to the community.
enforcement resulted in selective enforcement.

Marginal

Selectivity resulted

in discrimination - a phenomenon that was rarely observed in the
enforcement of laws designed for the regulation of drinking, gambling,
and prostitution.

The law was selectively applied against blacks and

89
in favor of society's myths that blacks were inherently immoral
and that southern white women were inherently virtuous.
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CHAPTER VI

CONCLUSION

The Charter of the City of Houston provided that city
council members could "close dramshops, drinking saloons and other
places vhere intoxicating liquors are sold, whenever necessary or
expedient."

Additionally, the city council could define and abate

1
nuisances "by summary proceedings."

Aldermen were not hungry to

apply such broad powers and occasional requests to close houses of
prostitution which were nuisances to residential areas were ignored.
The city council was not anxious to rid the city of prostitution,
gambling, or drinking, but they did enact ordinances against such
conduct.

The enforcement of city ordinances focused on vagrancy

and drunkenness, but sometimes an individual would be charged with
indecent exposure, using rude*indecent, or obscene language, or

2
accompanying lewd women.

Irrespective of the morals offense

involved, convictions for violations of city ordinances usually
resulted in a fine of one or five dollars.

With such light fines for violations of city ordinances and
with a city council that was unwilling to zone the city or remove
places that encouraged immoral and unlawful behavior, the major
enforcement of morality had to be carried on under state law.
Article 45 of Texas Code of Criminal Procedure, enacted as Article 25
of Houston's charter and ordinances, required all police officers to

3
report all violations of the penad law to any magistrate.

Houston

officers were derelict in that responsibility and there is evidence to
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suggest that they were corrupted by the vice in the city.
Grand juries were charged with the responsibility of issuing
indictments for violations of the state law.

Thirty per cent of the

grand jury indictments during the l880's were against morals offenders,
yet reports from grand jury foremen responsible for the most significant
morals enforcement stated that their efforts were inadequate.

Those

reports attempted to place the blame on the laws of evidence and the
police, but Judge Cook of the Criminal District Court knew that the
entire Houston community had to shoulder the blame.

The concentration

of vice in' the downtown area would have made it impossible for a
policeman, a Juror, or a citizen not to have known of the significance

k

of the violations of laws designed to regulate moral, behavior.
Even judges appear to have tolerated morals offenders.
Required to set bail in criminal cases, judges could be governed by
5
the nature and the circumstances of the offense.
Frequent morals
offenders did not have bail set higher than first offenders.

Tom

Madden was one of the most frequently indicted individuals of the

6
1870*s, yet Madden's bail declined over time rather than increased.
If there was weakness in Houston's institutions with
respect to the enforcement of morality, it was that institutions
reflected the desires and habits of the community.

The combination

of state laws and city ordinances could have made it impossible for
vice operators to exist in Houston, but the result was that vice
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flourished. Undoubtedly vice vas a big business.

Most grand jury

foremen were merchants and businessmen who probably linked vice with
the economic growth of the city..

Most of them either operated

their stores or lived in areas of heavy concentration of vice.
Undoubtedly Houstonians enjoyed their vices.

There were more than

l60 saloons in 1890, at least 60 more than existed in 1885.

Indictments were brought against morals offenders in the
areas of prostitution, gambling, and the illegal sale of alcohol,
but those indictments represented random enforcement, and less
enforcement than an effort to obtain something equivalent to an
occupation tax.

Sexual offenders could not be taxed;

Their offenses

were not occupations, nor were they readily accessible to public
scrutiny.

Laws against adultery, rape, sodomy, and other sexual

crimes were rarely applied, but when they were applied, it was with
selectivity and not at random, as was the case with vice.

Harsh

penalties for sexual crimes reflected the neurosis and insecurity
of the community.

Men could associate with white or black female

prostitutes, but black men could not associate with white women.
Charges for sexual crimes were brought almost exclusively against
blacks, but there was little concern for the outcome unless the
offense involved a white woman.

The enforcement of morality in nineteenth century Houston
demonstrated a patterned evasion for society's norms, except where
enforcement was necessary to uphold society's myths.

Law existed as
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an imperfect mirror of society, and the enforcement of morality in
Houston was probably typical of such enforcement elsewhere, in that
it reflected tensions between sociëty's definitions of normative and
descriptive behavior.

The criminal law proclaimed certain normative

values as public morality and comforted the individuals who shared
those values, while using another set of norms in regulating moral,
behavior.

The norms used in controlling behavior reflected a

community's actual passions and hates rather than society's ideals.

Endnotes

1
The Charter of the City of Houston Together With The
Revised Code of Ordinances (Houston: 1886), pp. 13-14.

2
Ibid., Art. 68-152.

3
Ibid.„ Art. 25.

4
See map in appendix to Chapter IV.

5
Ex Parte Cambell» Texas Appeals XXVIII, p. 376.

6
State v, Tom Madden, Case no. 1099» December 1871; Case
no. 1065, October 1871; Case no. 991» August 1871. Harris County
District Court Records.
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